1. Progress Made Since Last Stats Report Submitted:

Familiarized myself with MySQL and found out more information on integrating MySQL with Visual Basic 6.0. I came across a project completed by computer science majors elsewhere in which they used MySQL and Visual Basic to make a database for a bicycle shop. There is informative open code and presentations on what they did and how they did.

2. Plans for Upcoming Time Period Until Next Status Report Due:

Have a rough ER data model that can be expanded upon to create the complete ER data model. Also, I would like to continue expanding my knowledge about MySQL and how to create, update and delete databases with it. Finally, I would like to have definite rules for the functionality of the program and database as to what it has to do when it comes to sorting data and outputting files.

3. Issues Resolved:

As I mentioned before, I found a prior project on the internet in which Visual Basic 6.0 was integrated with MySQL using MyODBC. This should provide me with examples and information as to how I should go about my project.

4. New Issues to be Addressed:

I have a growing concern for how I am going to design my database. This is why I need to have definite rules for the database’s sorts and outputs by next team meeting.